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Breakthrough intelligence. Impossible video.
Skydio 2 (S2) is the industry-leading autonomous drone. S2 combines the 
AI-powered flight autonomy engine with a compact, lightweight airframe, 
making it the most intelligent, safest and simplest drone to operate in the market. 
Thanks to real-time 360° obstacle avoidance and motion prediction capabilities, 
S2 redefines the operational paradigm of drones, eliminating the risk of crashes 
and turning anyone into an expert pilot. Equipped with NVIDIA Tegra TX2 with 
256 GPU cores, S2 brings industry-leading compute power to the edge of your 
infrastructure, automating data collection for situational awareness, inspection 
or security. Designed, assembled, and supported in the USA, S2 provides higher 
degree of supply chain security.

Optional add-ons
•   Skydio Beacon™. A first-of-its-kind drone controller for subject tracking and   
    intuitive “magic wand” control.

•   Skydio Autonomy™ Enterprise Foundation: 360 Superzoom, precision mode,   
    vertical view and more.

•   Skydio 3D Scan™. First-of-its-kind digital scan software for inspections of complex  
    structures, such as bridges, energy infrastructure, or crash and crime scenes.

•   Skydio House Scan™. Residential roof-top scanning software to enable fully   
    autonomous capture of precision imagery by home insurance agents. 
    Delivered through EagleView.

Skydio 2 Enterprise

ASSET INSPECTION

Situational awareness

Security and patrol



3.5 km RANGE

Extended range using Skydio 
Beacon or Controller

3-AXIS GIMBALED 
CAMERA

4K60 HDR / 12.3 MP Camera 
with 13 stops of dynamic range

Main Processor

6 x Navigation Cameras

Field of View

Obstacle Avoidance Coverage

Onboard AI

3D World Model Update Rate

Subjects Tracked

Tracking Load

NVIDIA Tegra X2

Sensor - Sony 1/3.06 ” Lens - f/2.5

360°

Omnidirectional - above & below

9 custom deep networks

> 1 million points per second

People, motor vehicles

up to 10 simultaneous objects

Autonomy specs

Sensor Type

Lens

Video Resolution Formats

Bitrate

Color Profile

Dynamic Range

Still Resolution

Still Formats

Sony 1/2.3” 12.3MP CMOS

f/2.8, 20mm (at 35mm equivalent)

4K at 24, 30, 48, 60 fps

100 Mbps

HD, UHD, UHD HDR 8-bit

13 stops

4056 x 3040 (12.3MP)

JPEG, DNG (RAW)

PRIMARY CAMERA

"With the Skydio’s advanced sense and avoid technology we are able to perform operations 

in close proximity to our critical infrastructure with additional assurance that we will be able 

to meet our business needs safely and more e�ciently than traditional methods."

- Fred Judson, Director, Ohio Department of Transportation UAS Center

LOW NOISE PROPELLERS

Less disruptive low altitude flight, 
folding for smaller stowage

360° OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

Six 4K Navigation Cameras for 
omnidirectional computer vision

HAND, GROUND, 
CASE LANDING

First-of-its-kind vision-based 
autonomous landing system

Contact enterprise@skydio.com today to learn more about integrating Skydio 2.
Designed and assembled in the USA

MAGNETIC-MOUNT 
LIPO BATTERY

23 minute flight time with robust 
and easy battery swap


